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Aligned Advantage Live Zoom Chat 23 August 2022 
 
11:04:08 from Kellye Rowland: i do that with all my tshirts!! fixin to do it with the one 
i'm wearing right now afteer this lol 
11:04:50 from mariewatkins: Is that even a question? Mala!!! 
11:06:51 from Melanie Weller (she/her): So cute!! 
11:09:13 from Kellye Rowland: i have felt this SO HARD with Mars being my chart ruler 
too... 
11:10:14 from Leah: Yes noticeably felt this early! 
11:11:15 from Melanie Weller (she/her): I dropped two kids at college this month! Left 
the second one Saturday. My house is oooo clean now. 
11:11:22 from Melanie Weller (she/her): *soooo 
11:12:00 from Kellye Rowland: energyyyyyyyy 
11:12:41 from Melanie Weller (she/her): Every galaxy has a Jupiter equivalent and I have 
heard (but not seen) that there's some research that Jupiter sets the electromagnetic field 
for our solar system. 
11:19:29 from Kellye Rowland: if it's an illusion then why does it affect so much? i've 
always wondered this... 
11:27:12 from Leah: Mercury is my chart ruler and in a Kashmiri with my Taurus sun - 
Virgo is my rising sign - Gemini is in my 10th house - Uranus retro in libra  - Libra is my 
moon in 2nd 🦋😂😂😂😂 - I began feeling ALL of this early - but I feel strength not 
stressed by it (so far) 
11:38:56 from Kellye Rowland: or be unable to find words AT ALL 
11:39:20 from Yolie Porter: That makes more sense to me now! 
11:43:03 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: if we already have confusion there will two 
confusions make a confidence? lol 
11:44:43 from mariewatkins: Astro geometry! 
11:44:52 from Kellye Rowland: lolz 
11:44:59 from Kristen Girard: That's true. Most of us can't diffuse a bad/scary/ 
uncomfortable situation with humor. Usually too busy being afraid of dying or being 
harmed. 
11:45:14 from Kellye Rowland: truth 
11:51:10 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: what were the last dates again ? 
11:52:05 from Bianca Stein (she/her): dec 29 - jan 18 
11:52:08 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: ty 
11:52:12 from Bianca Stein (she/her): for mercury rx 
11:52:13 from Kristen Girard: Too much background noise for me to get on camera at 
the moment. - Question: Any tips for navigating the Astro having to move at some 
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point within this Mars Rx coming up? Actively looking to move and this Astro is hard 
not to get anxious about. Especially because it lasts so long. 
11:52:33 from Kellye Rowland: did they PICK the election date on purpose??? lol 
11:53:05 from Melanie Weller (she/her): I bet the planets picked the election date!! 
11:54:58 from Bex: Is this why my danger boy canning tomatoes right now? lol 
12:00:36 from mariewatkins: And being told it's all in our head LOL 
12:01:22 from Bianca Stein (she/her): yes no one talks about it & it makes women have 
no idea what to expect ! 
12:01:51 from mariewatkins: We need a #redtent chat room to share remedies 
12:02:05 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: just how no on prepares you for your ribcage to 
expand around 30 lol except Bonnie. Who warned me of the 28 year old widening LOL 
12:02:25 from Bianca Stein (she/her): daye WHAt 
12:02:52 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: EXACTLY. 😅 
12:02:55 from Bianca Stein (she/her): now i know too shit lol 
12:03:50 from Kristen Girard: Yes. We don't actually finish growing until 35. That's part 
of why we look so different regardless of weight from our early twenties to late thirties. 
12:04:20 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: omg Cindy I need to hear all about that 
afterwards!! 
12:04:45 from Kellye Rowland: i am so scared of ayuchuasca...heard a lot about it 
though wow 
12:05:35 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: im so intrigued 
12:05:41 from Bex: Me too@Kellye! 
12:09:06 from Cindy Coats: I am happy to share anything about ayahuasca, you can ask 
me in Discord... I am an open book. 
12:09:23 from Kellye Rowland: thanks Cindy, very kind of you. 🙂 
12:10:48 from Bianca Stein (she/her): my mental landscape is so tired 🥲 
#12thhousemoon 
12:11:36 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: im exhausted out here haha 
12:11:49 from mariewatkins: The hunting vs farming practice of Mercury retro! 
12:12:37 from Kellye Rowland: great analogy! 
12:12:48 from Melanie Weller (she/her): Love it! 
12:14:44 from Kellye Rowland: I love being a Mercurial Girl too Leah! 🙂 
12:14:59 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: but when mercury is in Capricorn ... ? hhahah 
that's so not a trickster sign 
12:15:08 from Kellye Rowland: haha Daye 
12:15:21 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: im so serious!!! :((( lol 
12:15:33 from Kellye Rowland: i'm sorry i'm not laughing at you :/ 
12:15:43 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: no no I mean like why am I so serious haha 
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12:15:55 from Kellye Rowland: ohhh lol 
12:16:21 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: boo Capricorn - serious girl probs 
12:16:24 from Bianca Stein (she/her): there can still be humor in truth & bluntness lol ! 
12:16:52 from Bonnie Gillespie (she|her): https://bonniegillespie.com/scheduler 
12:17:02 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: DOVAHHH 
12:19:32 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: im so excited for mine haha 
12:20:09 from Kellye Rowland: maybe if my money story gets better i cano one! lol 
12:22:45 from April Sugarman: Saturn 
12:22:52 from Kellye Rowland: Ve nus 
12:22:53 from Sarah McLean: Cancer - Moon 
12:22:57 from Bianca Stein (she/her): moon rules 2nd house 
12:23:00 from April Sugarman: And Saturn is in my 6th house 
12:23:04 from Melanie Weller (she/her): Sun 
12:23:05 from mariewatkins: Cancer 2H 
12:23:05 from Abby Bedient: Cancer - ruled by Moon 
12:23:19 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: Leo in 2nd house Lea Ruled by Sun, sun is in 8th 
house ... is that the right formula? haha 
12:23:19 from Bex: Mars 
12:23:20 from Kristen Girard: Virgo - Mercury 
12:23:25 from Amelia Rico: Mercury rules my 2H and lives in my 2H. :) 
12:23:46 from Cindy Coats: mars rules my 2nd H, mars lives in my 8th house.of other 
people's money - but I think that works with a franchise?? 
12:24:07 from Leah: Venus rules my 2nd 
12:24:08 from Bianca Stein (she/her): loool mercury ruled peeps unite !! 
12:25:06 from Kellye Rowland: 6th House ruled by Mercury for me 
12:25:49 from Bex: Leo in 6th-Sun ruler 
12:25:59 from mariewatkins: Scorpio 6th - and the dog is crashed out on the couch 
behind me 
12:26:06 from Bianca Stein (she/her): maybe i'll like it this time! 
12:26:16 from Abby Bedient: Is it possible to have a live viewing of Mala this session? 🥰 
12:26:24 from Abby Bedient: ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 
12:27:21 from Kellye Rowland: not very!! hahahaha 
12:27:27 from Sarah McLean: Scorpio - Mars 
12:27:28 from Abby Bedient: Scorpio ruled by Mars 
12:27:33 from April Sugarman: Taurus - venus 
12:27:41 from Kellye Rowland: Virgo for me, Mercury. consistency ia prt of my DNA 
right now 
12:27:43 from Kellye Rowland: lol 
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12:27:44 from Kristen Girard: Capricorn- Saturn 
12:27:49 from Cindy Coats: pisces jupiter too 
12:28:03 from Leah: Aquarius 
12:28:12 from Amelia Rico: HAHA. Venus rules my 6H which lives in...of course, Aries 
12H. Is this why I do all the things inconsistently? lol 
12:28:45 from Bianca Stein (she/her): both of my rulers so far are in the 12th house too 
haha 
12:29:08 from Bex: Sagittarius-Jupiter 
12:29:12 from Kellye Rowland: Capricorn, 10th, ruled by Saturn 
12:29:17 from April Sugarman: Virgo. Mercury-ruled. MC in 10th 
12:29:20 from mariewatkins: Pisces - Jupiter 10th 
12:29:22 from Sarah McLean: Pisces - Jupiter 
12:29:53 from April Sugarman: Mercury in 2nd house Capricorn 
12:29:54 from Sarah McLean: Jupiter in Libra 
12:29:58 from Sarah McLean: 5th 
12:29:59 from Abby Bedient: Pisces - Jupiter 
12:30:04 from Kristen Girard: Taurus - Venus 
12:30:08 from Bianca Stein (she/her): Jupiter, which is hanging in my 6th ! 
12:30:15 from Abby Bedient: YEPPPPPP 
12:30:16 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: Aries is my 10th house im kinda confused 
passed that haha 
12:30:18 from mariewatkins: Jupiter in Gemini 1H 
12:32:53 from April Sugarman: I'm all earth 
12:33:15 from Kellye Rowland: Me too Earth 
12:33:23 from Abby Bedient: All water 
12:33:28 from Bex: Fire! 
12:33:29 from mariewatkins: water 
12:33:30 from Sarah McLean: Water 
12:33:31 from Melanie Weller (she/her): All fire 
12:33:39 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: I feel like im back in pre calc Im a lost lil lamb lol 
12:33:43 from Amelia Rico: Me, I'm all air 
12:33:51 from Kristen Girard: I don't see the screen share coming up? 
12:33:56 from April Sugarman: If money grows on trees, I'm super happy being earth. 
Lol! 
12:34:42 from Sarah McLean: ALL of saturn 
12:34:55 from Kellye Rowland: oooohh good one April!! 
12:35:52 from April Sugarman: Sagittarius Ruled by Jupiter 
12:40:17 from Bianca Stein (she/her): i like to learn that way haha 
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12:40:28 from Bianca Stein (she/her): but then i need a regular recap 
12:40:55 from Melanie Weller (she/her): ❤ 
12:41:04 from Bianca Stein (she/her): info dumping !! 
12:41:26 from Melanie Weller (she/her): Oh I love to deliver a firehose of information 
too and don't have the Pisces thing! 
12:44:08 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: wait heckl so im ALL fire?? DANG 
12:46:06 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: hi it me 
12:46:39 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: i must be softened 
12:46:52 from Kellye Rowland: i resonate with this so hard. saturn in the 1st house of 
SELF, aries. lol 
12:46:53 from Bianca Stein (she/her): my saturn in pisces changes absolutes every hour 
haha 
12:47:31 from Kellye Rowland: mind blown 
12:47:37 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: may i suggest a support group 
12:47:40 from Bianca Stein (she/her): consistent in inconsistency 
12:47:54 from Kellye Rowland: brings me back to my stories...how long do i tell 'em? too 
many stories 
12:48:33 from Kellye Rowland: dayeannne i would attend said support group 
12:52:00 from Bianca Stein (she/her): that definitely puts another layer togethr 
12:55:13 from Kellye Rowland: yayyyy more work lol 
12:55:47 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: I love how Im all passion and magic but with all 
my Capricorn all i do i the put in the work stuff. fascinating 
12:55:55 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: is* 
12:56:43 from Melanie Weller (she/her): What was the concern with fire? 
12:58:04 from Yolie Porter: I'm all fire! 😝 
12:58:19 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: SAME 
12:59:26 from Kellye Rowland: saaaammmme 
12:59:41 from Abby Bedient: YESSSSSS 
12:59:50 from Kellye Rowland: *i don't WANNA!!* lmao 
12:59:54 from Amelia Rico: My Libra is 6H (house and home) and my husband/business 
partner's money story is Earth! So he grounds my air. :) 
13:00:15 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: yah I can't believe I have to rely on passion and 
MAGIC to make money??? I can't 
13:00:17 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: lol 
13:01:20 from Kristen Girard: I feel like no matter how much I show up I drive away 
money. Putting in the work feels like a road to no where. Which is where I am. 
13:01:58 from Amelia Rico: lol literally her Mercury is in Capricorn, ruled by Saturn... 
13:03:40 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: ^^ this 
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13:06:29 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: i LOVE handwriting notes 
13:07:57 from Kellye Rowland: oooooh i love the name of THAT wow 
13:08:06 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: cool!! 
13:08:11 from Kellye Rowland: omg LOVE 
13:08:14 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: can you post about it in discord? 
13:08:18 from Bianca Stein (she/her): pls share the details w us!!! 
13:16:45 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: 🥵 < My moon lol 
13:19:41 from Kellye Rowland: i LOVE your look Bianca!! 
13:22:00 from Bex: Gonna have to jet to teach class! 
13:22:06 from Kellye Rowland: bye bex 
13:22:49 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: oh heck which channel did you put that in? 
13:23:50 from Kellye Rowland: what a way for all of us to lean into enoughness. we are 
leaders, because we're here right now. in this meeting. <3 
13:24:34 from Bianca Stein (she/her): i believe it was in the woo weather channel! 
13:25:47 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: got it! 
13:26:14 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: so does everyone have all of only one element or 
is it ever mixed up with people 
13:26:34 from Bianca Stein (she/her): thank you kellye!! 🥰 
13:28:11 from Melanie Weller (she/her): I have to jump off - thanks for another great 
session :) 
13:28:35 from Kellye Rowland: bye melanie 
13:31:55 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: im just picturing the anger guy from Inside Out 
and having 3 of them as my board of directors hahaha 
13:32:06 from Kellye Rowland: lol 
13:32:10 from Amelia Rico: lol Daye 
13:32:54 from Abby Bedient: Thank you, Bon!! <3 
13:33:04 from April Sugarman: Very helpful 
13:33:05 from DAYEANNE HUTTON: ping me in slack if you have questions on your 
notes haha 


